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COMPUTER METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OBJECT STREAMING 

REFERENCE TO CO-PENDING APPLICATION 

This application claims the benefit of a United States 

5   Provisional Application Serial No. 60/018,256 filed May 24, 

1996. 

BACKGROUND 

"Distributed computing" makes use of a computer 

10   network formed out of one or more computers loosely coupled 

together to allow processes on different computers to 

communicate with each other and to provide services for 

each other.   One of the most common paradigms of 

distributed computing is known as the "client-server 

15   model",  in which consumers of services are called 

"clients", and make requests of service providers, called 

"servers". 

In object oriented distributed computing, there is a 

notion of computer entities called "objects".    Each object 

20   comprises a particular state and a set of defined 

behaviors.    The state is represented by data maintained by 

the object.    The behavior is specified in terms of 

operations that the object can perform with the 

operations, typically realized by executable code. 

25   Conceptually, the data and the code are inextricably bound 

together in the object.    Objects may be "persistent", that 

is, they may continue to exist even though they are 

inactive or the computer on which they exist has failed or 

has been turned off.    Further, objects may issue requests 

30   for services to other objects as well as supply services. 
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Typically, data is held in linear files on a server. 

When a client requests that data or a part thereof, a 

connection is formed between the data source (server) and 

delivery (client) point. 

In the prior art there are in general two different 

types of servers.   The first, known as a web server, 

typically stores data files of a number of different types. 

Web servers typically communicate with clients over a 

network such as the Internet using the well known TCP/IP 

protocol. The second type of server, known as a streaming 

media server, stores and transmits media files of various 
types. 

More particularly, the web servers presently in use 

typically store data files in a format known as Hyper Text 

15   Markup Language (HTML).    HTML permits the web servers to 

handle container files which reference other files of 

varying formats.    Using HTML, a given web document may 

include content information in various formats and may also 

refer to other files by including reference information 

20   known as a Uniform Reference Locator (URL),   URL'S specify 

the location of remote servers at which files referenced in 

the HTML file may be located. 

Upon receipt of an HTML file from the original web 

server, a client then must access each document referenced 

25   from its source.   Each such request typically requires a 

full cycle of communication with a remote server, including 

opening a connection socket with the remote server, 

requesting that the file be transferred, waiting for the 

file to download, closing the connection, and then, finally 

30   parsing the file.   To render a given web page may therefore 

require many such cycles. 

The other type of server, known as a streaming media 

server, has been developed to be particularly suited for 

multimedia of various types.    Such servers may handle 

35   single data types, such as a RealAudio™ file, or may 
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include mixed media types, in formats such as NetShow™ 

(RealAudio™ is a trademark of Progressive Networks, Inc. , 

and NetShow™ is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation) . In 

any event, media files are typically laid out in a linear 

5   fashion in a single file;   Thus, when the client requests a 

file from a streaming server, a socket is simply opened aind 

delivery of data is begun. 

The client may perform a caching or buffering 

operation prior to actual play back of the media file. 

10   This ensures that the media file is played back to the user 

of the client computer in a continuous stream. In 

particular, the client may calculate in advance an amount 

of data that it must have on hand prior to actually 

beginning to render the media file, so that the user has an 

15   impression of continuous delivery of the media. 

In such a linear streaming server, files may be 

formatted in advance with a specific communication transfer 

bandwidth in mind.    For example, a Real Audio file may have 

been compressed for receipt at a baud rate such as 14.4 

20   kilo bits per second (kbps).   Another file would be made 

available for optimum playback at 28.8 kbps. These 

different file formats provide for allowances in playing 

back data such that it is rendered in a continuous fashion 

at the respective rates. 

25 In streaming media server, the connection remains open 

with the server during the full duration of the play back 

of the file.   Thus, for example, even on a high speed 

network connection such as a Tl line, if the media file is 

a ten minute audio file, then the connection will remain 

30   open for ten minutes, even though the available information 

transfer rate on a Tl line is much greater than the audio 

bandwidth. 

In addition, one other disadvantage of streaming media 

servers is that they typically implement a lossy type of 

35   compression algorithm.   Thus, if network traffic increases 
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after file download has begun, bits may be dropped and the 

quality of the presentation is adversely affected. 

Therefore, with streaming media files, the content \ 

must typically be specific to each type of client at the 

5   targeted bit rate.    In addition, the streaming media server 

is occupied for the real time duration of the media clip, 

and the presentation may experience degradation based upon 

the amount of latency in the network. 

10      SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Briefly, in the present invention, rather than 

interpreting container objects that contain references to 

other objects that must be retrieved by the client opening 

multiple connections with various servers, and rather than 

15    specifying the streaming of data in a single access 

request, the present invention provides for transmission of 

data as a stream of objects. In particular, in response to 

a user or application request for a file, the client issues 

a request for the file in the form of a sequence of desired 

20   objects.   The request is presented to the server as a 

single request that includes a list of multiple objects to 

be returned to the client. 

On the server side, the request is pulled together 

according to what the client has requested.   The requested 

25   objects are then sent together in a single stream to the 

client. To accomplish this, the server analyzes the request 

to locate the particular objects. 

Objects that are available locally to the server are 

simply added to the outgoing stream, however, the server 

30   may also need to query back end file servers and other 

sources for objects that may be located at other computers 

in the network.    The server then assembles these objects 

together and provides them to the client in a single object 

stream. 
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In one implementation of the invention, typically the. 

default implementation, the server may analyze the reqeust 

and assemble objects based upon a predefined order, such as 

specified by an object map file located at the server. 

5 In another implementation of the invention, the server 

may assemble objects 'on-the-fly", based upon client- 

specifiq criteria.   The present invention thus also permits 

the mixture of different objects in an object stream, 

depending upon the particular client or client request. 

10   The assembly of object streams may thus occur dynamically 

b^sed upon any number of client-specific criteria, such as 

the objects already available to the client, the 

communication channel bandwidth, the desired presentation 

quality, client buffer capability, or other parameters 

15   associated with the client or the communications channel. 

For example, the server may maintain a log of objects 

already sent to the client, and send only those objects 

which are not already available at the client computer. 

The client may also specify an object class together 

20   with information that enables the server to determine which 

member object of the class is to be placed in the stream. 

Such information may include the communication 

bandwidth, graphical resolution, physical location, or 

other information which varies from client to client. 

25 The server may also send objects of a particular 

quality targeted to particular clients.   The selection of 

objects may depend upon client parameters such as observed 

network latency in real time or desired object quality. 

The system may also include buffering, so that the 

30   rendering of the set of objects may be delayed until a 

sufficient amount of data is received at the client. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing and other objects, features and 

35   advantages of the invention will be apparent from the 
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following more particular description of preferred 

embodiments and the drawings in which like reference 

characters refer to the same parts throughout the different 

views.   The drawings are hot necessarily to scale, emphasis 

5   instead being placed upon illustrating the principles of 

the invention. 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a computer network 

employing the present invention. 

Fig* 2 is a schematic flow diagram of one embodiment 

10   of the present invention. 

Fig. 3 illustrates how a server dynamically assembles 

an object stream in response to a client request. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Illustrated in Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a general 

15   computer network 21.    A plurality of computers 13, 15, 17 

are coupled across a communication channel 11 for 

communication amongst each other.    Various subsets of the 

computers may themselves form a local area network (LAN) or 

other local network 13, 15.    Each of the various local 

20   networks are coupled through a respective router 12a, 12b 

to channel 11.   This enables communication from one local 

network to another across the channel 11 to form what is 

known as an "internet".    In the preferred embodiment, the 

present invention is employed on what has become known as 

25   the Internet (an international computer network linking an 

estimated 35 million people to approximately 4.8 million 

host computers or information sources) . 

In the preferred embodiment the computers 13, 15, 17 

or digital processors employing the present invention are 

30   of the PC or mini computer type, or the like, having 
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processing capabilities of the Intel XX386 processing chip 

or better.   The communication channel 11 is a typical 

telephone line or other transmission/conuaunication cable 

handling a 28,800 baud data rate or the like. 

5 A sequence of steps are undertaken by the computers 

13, 15, 17 to -transfer data in the form of a stream of 

objects according to the present invention.    For.example, a 

given client computer 13a may issue a request for computer 

data to another computer 17, which acts as a server. 

10 Referring to Fig. 2, the client 13a is a computer 

that executes an application (or other user interaction) 

for which certain data needs to be made present.    In steps 

100 and 102, the client receives an object stream request 

from the application that includes a global identification 

15   of an object map which indicates certain objects existing 

in the network 21 that the client application program 

seeks.    In particular, the object stream request includes a 

list, or linear sequence of objects identified a global 

object identification number.   The client 13a transmits the 

20   initial request to the server 17, which enters state 200 to 

transfer back a global identification of the object map 

listing subject objects. 

The client next determines whether the object map is 

stored locally.   Thus, the client 13a checks multiple local 

25   memories such as hardware caches, working memory, CD-Rom's 

and local network memories for the   object map in state 

108. 

If the object map is found locally, then the client 

analyzes the object map.    If the object map is not found 

30   locally, then the client requests the object map from the 

server in state 106. 

In response to this request, the server enters states 

202, 203 and 204 to (i)  initialize a log of object 

identifications for this client,  (ii) initialize a steady 
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state connection with the client, and (iii) transmit the 

object map identified by the client 13a. 

The client 13a then analyzes the object map in state 

108.   This is accomplished by the client processing each 

5   object referred in on the object map, as indicated by the 

analyze loop of states 110,112 and 114. 

For each such object, the client first determines, in 

state 110, whether the object is in local cache.    If not, 

then the client 13a addsi the identification of the object 

10   to a request block.    As long as the block is not full, this 

loop continues with the client adding an identification of 

each object not found in local cache in state 112. 

When the block is full in state 114, the client 

transmits a request to the server for the block of objects 

15   as a list of object identifications. 

Upon receipt of this request (i.e., a block of object 

indentificatiohs), the server 17 then initiates the 

assembly of a data stream and compiles the stream of 

objects based on (i) the sequence of requested objects 

20   and/or (ii) quality of the objects. 

To accomplish this the server constructs blocks of 

objects to form the data stream, in states 206 through 214. 

In constructing the blocks, the server 17 maintains a log 

of objects being transmitted to fulfill the client's 

25   request.    Specifically,  in states 206 and 208, for each 

object in the block, the server 17 first determines from 

the log whether the object has previously been transmitted 

to the particular client 13a.   If so, the server 17 enters 

state 214 to prevent that object from being placed in the 

30    current block. Therefore, states 110 and 212 are entered 

only for the objects that the client is actually in need 

of.    In state 210, then, the server only fetches objects 

from remote servers which are actually needed by the client 

13a.   This provides a significant performance advantage, 

35    especially where the objects must be obtained elsewhere in 
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the network 21.    As such, the server 17 constructs blocks 

of data and hence compiles the stream of data for the 

client 13a in retal time, i*e., on the fly, without 

duplication of any one object throughout the total data 

5 stream. 

On the receiving end, the client 13a receives the 

object stream.in state 116.   More accurately, the data of 

the object is then delivered to the requesting application 

of the client for further processing and use. 

10 In summary, for each such object request by the 

client 13a, an object streaming type communication from the 

server 17 to client 13a is performed.   In particular, a 

request for a sequence of non-local objects is made by the 

client 13a and transmitted to the server 17.    In turn, the 

15   server 17 initializes a log of objects according to object 

identifications, and then fulfills the request for objects 

by transmitting the requested objects, in sequence order, 

which have not previously been transmitted to that client 

13a as indicated by the log. 

20 It should be understood that the objects may be 

computer data structures of various types and formats. The 

objects may, for example, be compiled in any number of ways 

within the object oriented computing model well known in 

the art.    For example, objects may include text, graphics, 

25   audio, video, and other types of digitized information. 

Furthermore, objects may be complete data files or only 

portions of such files.   In addition, the objects 

themselves may be classes that consist of a number of 

objects grouped together.   The object request must then 

30   typically include information to specify which member of 

the object class is desired by the client 13a. 

For example, an object class may consist of various 

versions of a particular graphic object. The selected 

version may depend upon the desired quality of the final 

35   graphical rendering of the object desired by the client 
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computer 13a.    Quality may also have other meaning such as 

bandwidth, graphical resolution, number of colors, 

available client memory cache size, and other class 

criteria that depend upon the type of client computer 13a. 

5 In addition, object classes may depend upon various 

other clieht^specific information such as domains, for 

example.   In this scenario, when the client computer 13a is 

located in one area of the country, such as Massachusetts, 

a different object may be returned than when the client 13b 

10   is located in California, although each of the clients 13a, 

13b actually requested the same global object. 

Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating how an example object 

stream 300 may be assembled by the streaming servers 17, 

and in particular showing how the object stream does not 

15   have to originate from a single source or a single file. 

Here the client 13a requests and receives a particular 

object map 301 consisting of a list of object 

identifications such as the list (IDl,ID4,ID7fID6,ID2, 

ID3), where each object identification IDx indicates a 

20   global address for a particular object.    According to the 

process already described in connection with Fig. 2, the 

client 13a first creates a request block 3 02 taking into 

account any local objects 303 which it may already have 

available.    In the particular illustrated example, the 

25   client 13a already has local objects (01, 06) available 

locally. 

After compiling the request block 302, the request 

block 302 is sent to the streaming server 17. Streaming 

server 17 receives the request block 302 and then assembles 

30   a stream block 310a for the client 13a.    It should be 

understood that other stream blocks 310b may also be 

constructed for other clients 13b at the same time as the 

block being constructed for client 13a. 

For example, assuming a first time interaction between 

3 5   the client 13a and server 17 in a given stream, the server 
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17 -typically has a default data stream order regardless of 

user interaction on the client 18 side. 

In a first modification, the server 17 may have 

available certain information concerning the client* 

5   Because the server 17 may compose the data stream on-the-^ 

fly, the default stream order may be changed in accordance 

with prior history of requests made on the server 17. That 

is, on the server processor, an analysis of multiple prior 

usage of server objects by other clients is made. The 

10   server 17 changes the default objects stream 300 order to 

the closest substitution (i.e., object map) based on 

demographics of clients 13a having prior server data/object 

usage.   To accomplish such an analysis, a neural network 

may be employed. 

15 in yet another modification, the streaming server 17 

may create the stream block 310a from information that is 

known about the specific client 13a. 

For example, the server 17 may maintain a log 311a of 

objects that have already been provided to client 13a as 

20   well as any available local objects 312 local to the server 

17.    In the illustrated example the log 311a indicates 

objects (ID1,ID6) as already having been provided to client 

13a.    In addition, the available local objects 312 include 

(04,012). 

25 It should be understood, as previously described, that 

a particular object such as object 04 may actually consist 

of a class definition, as illustrated, wherein a number of 

objects comprise the class.    For example, object 04 here is 

actually an object class (04a,0b4,...04x).   The streaming 

30   server 17 thus also receives together with the object 

identification request block 302 information as to which 

particular member of class 04 is appropriately provided to 

the client 13a. 

The streaming server 17. then assembles the stream 

35   block 310a as illustrated, which includes all of the 
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objects that the client 13a has requested.    In the 

illustrated example this includes objects (04a, 07, 02, 

012 , 03).   After assembly of the stream block 310a the 

streaming server 17 trien' provides the stream block 310a as 

5   a single object stream 300 tb the client 13a. 

Dtiring assembly of the stream block 310ai the streaming 

server 17 may not have ill the necessary objects available 

in the local object list 312.    In such instances the 

streaming server 17 must query other remote server 

10   computers 15a, 15b connected to the network 21 in order tb 

locate the objects.   This is done in a manner which is well 

known in the art by the streaming server 17 making requests 

of the remote computers 15a, 15b to provide their 

respective objects that they have made available.    In Fig. 

15   3, objects (07, 02, 04) are located at computer 15a and 

object (03) at computer 15b. 

An identical object map may be operated on in a 

different manner by server 17 for client 13b. In 

particular, although the object map 301b is the same as the 

20   objects map 301a, because a different list of object 303b 

is available to client 13b, the request block 302b created 

by client 13b will have different object identification 

numbers (ID4, ID6, ID3).    Furthermore, the client 

parameter(s) provided with the request block by client 13b 

25   may very well be different for that provided by client 13a. 

Thus, an object of a particular quality may be targeted to 

client 13b which is different than as that supplied to 

client 13a.   For example, when clients 13a and 13b request 

that object 04 be provided to them, client 13a may actually 

30   receive object 04a and client 13b may receive object 04b, 

despite the fact that the reference 04 was a common global 

object identification. 

The object classes may also be defined as bandwitK 

selectable objects.    In particular, the resulting data 

3 5   stream 3 00 may be assembled based upon observed client 
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bandwidth availability.    Therefore, depending on a 

periodically calculated data transfer rate, the client 13a 

or server 17 may choose to request or transmit a data 

stream of different objects.   That is, for a given 

5   requested object 04, a specific version 04a, 04b...04x may 

be selected for transfer from the server 17 to the client 

13a as a function of available bandwidth.   This function is 

termed "bandwidth scalability" of the object stream. 

In another possible implementation, "object specific 

10   compression" is provided by the server, such that on an 

object by object basis, the object data stream 300 may be 

compressed one object at a time depending upon client 

criteria.   In the preferred embodiment, the server 17 

determines which compressed object version to include in 

15   the object data stream 300 at the time of compilation. 

The client 13a also manages the amount of data being 

delivered, i.e., throughput to a client 13a. In 

particular, this is useful to determine whether there is 

enough data being timely transferred; that is, whether data 

20   is being consumed on the client 13a end faster than the 

server 17 is delivering the requested objects. 

In the preferred embodiment, the client 13a builds a 

map of uncompressed data consumption.    The map tells how 

fast data is being consumed (used by the client 13a 

25   application).   The client then measures the throughput 

(client receipt) of data in real time and contrasts that 

with the formulated map.    Based on the comparison, the 

client 13a is able to determine how much of the object 

stream data 300 should be read by a buffer 320a at a time. 

3 0   Thus, the client 13a effectively maps the physical 

compressed object data stream 300 and logical consumption 

of data at each point in time. 

The client 13a continually monitors the real data 

throughput versus data consumption.   The client 13a wants 

35   the delivery-to-consumption ratio to be greater than one so 
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that the throughput (supply) is keeping up with the 

consumption (demand).    When the delivery-to-cohsumption 

ratio is less than one, there is more data being consumed 

than the amount of data being delivered, such that there is 

5   a so-called "buffer debt" on the client 13a side.    In that 

case, the transmission of data needs to take advantage of 

pause points in the object data stream 300, so that for a 

period of time, data is not being transmitted over the 

communication channel 11.    In turn, the buffer 320a is 

10   allowed to fill up with the requested data and thus 

decrease or solve the "buffer debt", to assist with proper 

real time delivery of objects. 

The pause points may be pre-defined by the author of 

the object content, or the pause points may be determined 

15   on the fly in accordance with the clients ability to 

consume data. 

In the preferred embodiment this latter implementation 

is accomplished as follows*   The client 13a at each time 

point, t, computes object data consumption.   A running 

20   average of throughput such as number of bytes received 

divided by total time in seconds is employed.   An adaptive 

running average or weighted average or the like may also be 

used to compute the data consumption.    This is also known 

as the physical throughput at a given time, i, (i.e., 

25    (pt,). 

The total logical data (tld) optimally needed at a 

point in time t is calculated as follows: 

L 

tld = 52 rate MP(J) 

Buffer debt is then calculated as follows: 
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end 
buffer debt=£ (tld(i) - pt.) 

The client 13a then calculates the buffer debt from 

time to time-    For a buffer debt greater than 0 the client 

calculates a maximum wait time 

5 maxwait ■ buffer debt * physical throughput 

which equals the number of seconds of pausing needed to 

rectify the buffer debt.   At each wait point or pause point 

in the object data stream 300, the client 13a will then 

wait a minimum of the maxwait time or the maximum time 

10   allowed at that wait point.    For a buffer debt of less than 

zero, the server 17 transmission of data is ahead of the 

consumption and thus no pausing during the transmission of 

the object data stream 300 is warranted. 

EQUIVALENTS 

15 While the invention has been particularly shown and 

described with reference to a preferred embodiment thereof, 

it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 

various changes in form and details may be made therein 

without departing from the spirit and scope of the 

20   invention as defined by the appended claims. 

For example, the log maintained by the server 17 for 

preventing duplication of objects in the transmitted object 

data stream 300 to the requesting client may be implemented 

with tables, cache memory and the like.    In the case of 

25   caching, a sparse representation of the most recent 

transmitted objects is maintained in the log. Other 

caching or log implementations are suitable and are 

understood to be in the purview of one skilled in the art. 
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Another example is the term "local to the client". 

"Local" means in various memories including hard drives, 

cache memories, CD's and other working memories in the 

local network involving the client 13a♦ 
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CLAIMS 

1. In a computer network having a plurality•of digital 

processors loosely coupled to a cpsanunicat ion channel 

for communication among the digital processorsa 

method of transmitting data from one digital processor 

to a second digital processor comprising the steps of: 

providing a server processor; 

providing a requesting processor; 

coupling a communication channel between the 

server processor and requesting processor to 

enable communication between the server processor and 

requesting processor; 

in the requesting processor, forming a request 

for a desired sequence of objects; 

transmitting the formed request across the 

communication channel from the requesting 

processor to the server processor; 

in the server processor, in response to receipt 

of the request, assembling and transmitting, 

across the communication channel to the 

requesting processor, a data stream based on the 

desired sequence of objects, such that a set of 

objects in a defined order is transmitted in the data 

stream from the server processor to the 

requesting processor• 

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the step of 

assembling and transmitting a data stream includes: 

in the server processor, recording an indication 

of objects being transmitted to the requesting 

processor in response to the request; and 

based on the recording, preventing plural and 

subsequent transmission of an object indicated on the 

BNSDOCID: <WO_ 974404?A? J.> 
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recording by deleting from the data stream objects 

indicated on the recording such that the transmitted 

set of objects is formed only of objects which have 

not'been previously transmitted to the requesting 

prbceissor in response to the request as indicated in 

the recording. 

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the* step of 

assembling and transmitting a data stream includes: 

in the server processor for each of certain 

objects, providing multiple versions of the object; 

for each of the certain objects, in one of the 

server processor and requesting processor, determining 

one version of the object to be optimal for 

transmission in terms of available bandwidth of the 

communication channel; and 

using the determined version of the object in the 

set of objects transmitted in the data stream. 

4. A method as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the step of 

forming a request in the requesting processor 

includes: 

for each object in the desired sequence, 

determining whether the object is locally stored; and 

omitting from the request those objects 

determined to be locally stored but maintaining 

sequence ordering of the objects in the request. 

5. A method as claimed in Claim 1 further including the 

step of monitoring a rate at which the requesting 

processor uses requested objects such that rate at 

which the requesting processor receives requested 

5 objects transmitted from the server processor is 

sufficiently fast to prevent the data stream from 
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lagging behind the requesting processor use of 

requested objects. 

6. A method as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the step of 

assembling and transmitting a data stream includes: 

5 in the server processor for each of certain 

objects, providing multiple versions of the object; 

for each of the certain objects, in one of the 

server processor and requesting processor, determining 

one version of the object to be optimal for 

10 transmission to the client in terms of available 

client criteria,; and 

using the determined version of the object in the 

set of objects transmitted in the data stream. 

7, A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein the client 

15 criteria is one of object quality, bandwidth, 

graphic resolution, or client location. 
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